
First Speakers Series for CFUW – Ontario Council – 2021/2022 

Protect, Elect and Respect Canadian Women in Politics 

Our season started off with a call to arms for CFUW OC women to support women running for or in 
politics!  Senator Marilou McPhedran presented her own challenges with politics, stating that she 
personally never ran for political office outside educational institutions, citing an extremely negative and 
misogynistic experience as Student President in University as one major factor contributing to her 
decision.  After this encounter, the Senator stated that she did not have the courage to run, an 
interesting self-observation given her life’s activities and accomplishments, instead she focused on 
finding other ways to serve her communities and country. 

Senator McPhedran’s experiences as a senator outlined a major issue used to control not only women 
but men who dare to speak out against the status quo: secrecy.  When institutions’ actions are shrouded 
in secrecy (from outside the institution and within), when members are denied basic rights in bringing 
practices to light, when transparency and accountability are ignored, and when this institution is the 
highest in the land, democracy is compromised. 

The Canadian Senate is gender balanced (one of only two in the world), but, Senator McPhedran pointed 
out, its committees and practices are not.  Patriarchy is entrenched and until this patriarchy is removed 
and decision making in the Senate becomes truly gender and diversity balanced, we cannot be operating 
in a functional democracy. 

Politics at lower levels than the senate are also demonised by misogynistic acts (although women in the 
senate have been heckled and harassed by male senators, too, and nothing is done).  The recent 
Canadian national election was rife with abuse of female candidates.  Senator McPhedran assumed that 
most, if not all of us present were aware of abusive acts against women in this past election but notes 
received from the audience exposed our lack of knowledge.  Both Maryam Monsef and Catherine 
McKenna endured repeated written, verbal and physical (although not bodily) attacks.  The leader of the 
opposition went so far as to attack Ms. Monsef in public in order to denigrate her ability to lead the 
country. 

Email, FaceBook and Instagram are now weaponised against women, not only during elections but also 
when women politicians are carrying out vital work for the country (e.g. supporting gun control 
measures).  This type of violence against women in politics is very strategic and is used deliberately in 
this way.  It is meant to drive women out of politics or at minimum undermine confidence in their 
actions.  The Senator stated it is based on a hatred of women and those that state that these avenues 
are ‘only words’ continue to support the hateful rhetoric despite the enormous emotional impact it has 
on women in politics.  Of note is that staff usually try to filter misogynistic messages to women in politics 
and end up traumatised themselves.  Senator McPhedran expressed great concern for Mumilaaq 
Qaqqaq (Nunavut) who has received death threats for speaking out (as has the (female) Mayor of 
Iqaluit). 

The Senator appealed to the CFUW (National) to take over some of the work of NAC (National Action 
Committee on the Status of Women), especially on the issue of violence against our women politicians, 
when it happens and suggested that we call institutions out when it occurs by writing to those involved 
and using social media to point out the impact that it has not only on women and supportive men but 



also on our democracy.  Turning away or denying the acts are not helpful and we must force ourselves 
to confront this violence. 

She also suggested donating to women’s campaigns (not to their party), and writing to party leaders 
when the attacks are from within the parties themselves. 

One CFUW member’s question as to whether it is time for a National Inquiry into the treatment of 
women politicians and those running for office was well received by Senator McPhedran and named the 
parliamentary Committee on the Status of Women as the appropriate vehicle to undertake this (or 
perhaps a joint committee with the Senate). 

The Senator mentioned that she believes that this abuse is not sexual abuse but rather the sexualisation 
of power. 

Two other speakers were on hand to discuss their experiences from their own campaigns in the past 
election, Michelle Foxton (Lanark Frontenac Kingston – Liberal) and Roberta Abbott (Rideau Lakes – 
Liberal).  Ms. Foxton cited supportive men as helping her weather her experiences during political 
forays.  She called on the use of police to enforce laws against acts of violence during campaigns.  Like 
the Senator, she talked about staff ‘censoring’ or removing hateful messaging through emails and 
Facebook.  Roberta Abbott mentioned that her background helping survivors of abuse and trauma heal 
as giving her strength during the campaign in addition to a healthy dose of wanting to prove nay-sayers 
wrong regarding their low expectations for her.  Roberta’s staff too tried to shield her from nasty and 
misogynous messages.  When Roberta found that women were writing horrible messages on FaceBook 
in response to her post about her signs being defaced, she communicated with each of them to help her 
understand why and to hold them to account for their actions. 

Recommendations for CFUW Ontario Council Action  

All three speakers had messages regarding how CFUW Ontario Council (and its individual members) 
could move more women into politics or into considering a run for a political position. 

1. Donate to their campaigns (money can be an issue). 
2. Support women campaigning – volunteer, write words of encouragement, but make sure your 

values align with the candidates (and not necessarily the party’s). 
3. Amplify women’s voices by pushing messages from women candidates out to your own 

followers. 
4. Speak out against this form of violence; name it and call it out when it is observed. 
5. Get the police involved ahead of political campaigns to ensure vandalism is punished. 
6. If possible, confront other women who are nasty/misogynistic; make them answer to their 

actions. 
7. Write to leaders to call out misogynistic actions taken against their candidates or others’. 
8. Support women thinking of running – money is needed to offer name for nomination. 
9. Make issues local, not national. 
10. Hold All Candidates Meetings that are issue focused and are opportunities for candidates to 

state their position.  Do not hold debates and do not allow All Candidates Meetings to degrade 
into debates where adversarial nature of campaigning is supported. 



11. Take actions to strengthen ourselves and our institutions by demanding accountability and 
transparency so leaders must face actions. 

12. Be a strategic and collective voice. 
13. Support a National Inquiry into this type of violence against women. 

 

Submitted by Sandra Shaw, Chair: Committee of the Status of Women and Human Rights, CFUW Ontario 
Council. 

 

 

 


